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Dear Friends, 
Twenty years ago a coworker of mine told me she had found the perfect job for me. What was she 
talking about? I was happy in Oakland, learning the art of pulling espresso and holding my tongue 
amongst the 20-something punks and queers, some of which are still my dear friends today. I was 
19 years old, just off the streets and probation, and had successfully ended my long and 
complicated relationship with drugs, but had no real vision of what I wanted to do with my life. I 
lived in a one-bedroom apartment with four other weirdos, building a community that could support 
me and fulfill me the way drugs once had. At that coworker’s urging, I interviewed with the Haight 
Ashbury Youth Outreach Team, and the rest is history. Every single day I love my work, and am 
deeply grateful for all it has provided me. The human connection, camaraderie and true acceptance 
I experience and witness every day are the most profound moments and rewards of life.  
Homelessness has been an issue in San Francisco for decades, but as the landscape has 
dramatically changed in recent years, it has polarized our city; it is the topic of every neighborhood 
meeting, political debate and the media is obsessed. It affects all of us. The conflict continues to be 
how to address such a massive and systemic problem in a meaningful way. The continued 
approach of criminalization of visible poverty is not benefiting anyone, it just perpetuates inequality. 
We have more anti-homelessness laws than any city in our state, despite the fact it is proven 
ineffective, a waste of resources and offers no solutions. For the young people we have the honor 
to work alongside, we bear witness to the immense difficulty of what it is actually like to be 
experiencing homelessness. We regularly see how people are seen and treated as problems, 
instead of as people with problems. 

But change is coming. In November, voters elected Chesa Boudin as District Attorney. A longtime 
public defender, he has already pledged not to prosecute cases involving consensual sex work, 
public camping, or blocking sidewalks, and he vows to continue the fight against the criminalization 
of homelessness. We are optimistic that this different approach can lead us all in a new direction 
and focus political will to create actual solutions, like housing.  

Despite homelessness becoming more and more of a political issue, the Haight continues to be left 
behind. Since 2015, eight Navigation Centers have opened, with six currently operating in the 
central and eastern parts of the city. Yet not has been one placed in District 5, and the long-
promised youth Navigation Center never materialized. We are hopeful that with incoming D5 
Supervisor Dean Preston this will change. Since HYA lost the lease to our drop-in center six years 
ago, we’ve struggled to secure the physical space we need to best serve our participants. Our 
current pop-up evening drop-in center at the historic Haight Ashbury Free Clinic site is at the top of 
26 stairs, making it inaccessible for people with disabilities or injuries. And, the central room is so 
small that during a rush, there are not enough chairs or space for people to get the respite and one-
on-one case management they need. 

HYA’s HOLIDAY WISH LIST 
Tonight as I sat on the stairs outside our evening site I 
was reviewing a draft of the newsletter. A newer 
participant saw the photos of me and asked me how I 
was able to get off the streets and create HYA. They 
asked me if things were as hard and mean in SF in the 
90’s. I said they were different, being homeless is 
always hard, but people were kinder, they were not as 
hostile and hurtful towards folks then. They said “thank 
you so much for making such an amazing space 
available to us, this is really huge you help with 

everything. I can be totally 
honest with you all. It’s a 
place we can come and be 
treated like a human and 
feel safe for a couple 
hours. We need more 
people like you.. y’all keep 
it real.” !!
I told them how we used 
to have a space of our 
own, that it was on the 
street level and had 
showers. They asked, 
“were there couches to 
chill on?” This made me 
almost cry. That is exactly 
what the drop-in was, a 
reprieve, a space to be 
welcomed exactly as you 
were. Get your basic needs 
met enough that it was 
possible to look and work 
towards a better future. !
I remember the last day of 
the drop-in, vividly. With 
pain in our hearts and pits 
in our stomachs, we (along 
with six news crews) 
waited for the Christmas 
Miracle. It was our hope 

that someone would save the day and buy us our home 
or a new one, or the property owners would change 
their minds, obviously that did not happen. !
But it still could happen. The good news is there are still 
plenty of spaces available in the Haight. With so much 
wealth in this city, with so much energy and discussion 
about the “situation with homelessness” it is time to 
stop talking and take action. Can you help HYA find a 
home again? Can you show our young people that we 
care and that we know change is possible when given 
the right opportunities?
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The issue is only getting more urgent, not less. The New York Times reported this month that homelessness 
in San Francisco jumped 30 percent from 2018 to 2019. While there are hundreds of dedicated service 
providers working overtime to serve this population, we’re facing numbers we’ve never seen before. At HYA, 
we have struggled to hire and retain staff due to the unaffordability of the Bay Area. Quite simply folks cannot 
afford to live here at the wages we make. 

But this year, one extremely generous donor made a brighter future for HYA possible, with a significant multi-
year donation that truly changed our trajectory. The donation allowed us to immediately increase the existing 
staff’s wages and begin to build our infrastructure.  

It couldn’t come at a better time. HYA’s programming doubled with the unexpected acquisition of a 
transitional-aged youth housing program. As we also shifted to our own 501c3 status earlier this year, 
increasing our administrative capacity to meet these changes was essential for us to continue to fulfill our 
mission with the ethos and heart that we are known for.  

This growth has already begun. In the last month, we hired a brilliant and motivated development associate, 
and are in the midst of hiring a finance department. These new roles have been a longtime goal of ours and 
will allow us to strengthen our core and build towards a more balanced agency. 

At 19, I never thought at 40 I would still be here. I’ve literally grown up at HYA, still to many, my role as 
executive director is not clear, I guess I just don’t have the image down quite yet. I can’t help but laugh when 
I think of a participant inquiring to the outreach team if “the lady who sits on the stairs is the boss” and upon 
confirmation saying “She’s pretty down for an elderly lady”. Youth still confide in me their secrets, heart 
breaks, struggles and actual age. The neighborhood police still run my name and give me warnings for 
violating the sit lie law. However, there will come a day when it will be time for me let some other younger 
visionary take my place, and because HYA will have an infrastructure someone may actually want to.  

In this reflective time, as I greet the young people walking up the stairs past me at our evening site, I feel so 
grateful we have created a space that feels welcoming and safe, a place where they know they can come 
exactly as they are and get reprieve from the stress and pressures of the street. I think about how I and my 
peers did not have such a place. I think not only about their present circumstances, but of the potential of 
their future. I think about how HYA has the privilege to be a part of their journey. You never know who that 
person will become. You all — as our supporters and donors — make that connection possible. We could not 
do it without you.  
Regardless of if you are able to donate to HYA this year or not, please take action. The next time you are 
walking down the street and are tempted to avert your eyes from someone who makes you feel 
uncomfortable, instead acknowledge them. Say hello, share a smile. On a rainy day as you’re leaving your 
home, grab that jacket or sweater you never wear and give it to someone. When you’re getting your morning 
coffee buy an extra one for the person sitting outside.  

These gestures may seem small or insignificant, but I assure you, they are not. These moments are sadly 
incredibly rare for people experiencing homelessness. Instances of connection provide hope, and these little 
actions have positive ripple effects. These moments give power to people who often feel they have none. 
This shifting of energy is how we begin to bring people in instead of push them away, this is how change 
happens. 
In Solidarity, 

S T A F F  
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

MARY HOWE !
OPERATION MANAGER 

TOIVO OLLILA !
PROGRAM MANAGER OF STREET TEAM 

KENN SUTTO !
OUTREACH COUNSELORS 

ERICK SALAZAR 
SASKIA BISCOE 
ALE DELPINAL !

PROGRAM MANAGER OF HOUSING 
KARIN ADAMS !

HOUSING CASE MANAGERS 
MELISSA MATHENEY 

AMIRAH BASHIR 
MICAH JORGENSON !

LOGISTICS COORDINATOR 
MORGAN DELORENZO !

POLICY & ADVOCACY COORDINATOR 
SHIRA NOEL !

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE 
NUALA BISHARI !

MENTAL HEALTH TEAM 
HARM REDUCTION THERAPY CENTER 

MAURICE BYRD LMFT 
JIA BROUSSARD ACSW 
JASON BROWN LCSW 

JOEY HESS ACSW 
MASA FISHER MD 

DIANA VALENTINE LCSW !
MEDICAL TEAM 

DR KATIE RYAN AKA DR AWESOME 
STREET MEDICINE TEAM 

DR. DEB BORNE 
SHANNON DUCHARME 

KRISTEN MATTESON RN 
REBECCA PFIEFER-ROSENBLUMB RN 

ANDREA SANCHEZ RN

MOST IMPORTANTLY OUR 
DEDICATED VOLUNTEERS !

  LISA ADLER, STEPHANY JOY ASHLEY, 
ALEX BAZAZI, FRANK CASTRO,  

TOSH CHENETTE, DANNY HARDING, 
JULIE HARELMAN, HANNAH HOROVITZ, 
PATRICK MANN, VANESSA MCMAHAN, 
CARRIE ROSE MILLER, JASON NORELLI, 

COUPER ORONA, LIESL PICCOLO,  
DAVID SPARKS, SUZANNE MBS RIVECCA, 

GABY RODEZNO, TORI TALAVERA,  
ELIZA ‘OB’ WHEELER

Thank you to Huckleberry’s Cole Street Youth Clinic, Page Street Library, HealthRIGHT 360 and DISH’s Minna Lee for sharing their spaces with HYA 
so that we have the opportunity to provide services indoors. And to our collaborators DOPE Project, Harm Reduction Therapy Center, Glide, 
Downtown Streets and SFPDH’s Street Medicine Team, together we are able to provide the care and opportunity our community deserves.
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HARM REDUCTION THERAPY CENTER’S HYA TEAM 
JIA, JASON, JEANNIE, MAURICE, JOEY

Broken leg and can’t get up the  
clinic stairs? Dr. Borne doesn’t 

let that stop her from providing  
medical care and emergency 

Tarot readings!

Kenn, Ale, Karin, Nuala, Dr. Awesome, Carrie Rose, 
Julie, Maurice and Shorty

Favorite neighbor 
and merchant 

Christin Evans and 
Joey Pistachio 

joins us outside to 
register people to 

vote.



 

A few months ago, Housing Program Manager 
Karin Adams made a sign that hangs in our main 
office. It says “Our Sentences, Our Conversations, 
Our Work Should Always Begin and End with the 
Participants.” I look at that poster a lot. I think in the 
best ways we can, HYA carries out that approach 
day in and day out. I see my coworkers — the 
hardest working people I have ever met — come 
here and give all they can, unfaltering in their 
dedication to being there for our participants. 
Earlier this year one of the outreach counselors 
(OC’s) spent all day and long into the night with a 
participant who was having a physically and 
emotionally intense medical procedure done. The 
counselor was still with the person at the hospital, 
near midnight, when I texted them “You’re a champ 
for staying with them so long.” The counselor wrote 
back, “No, they are the champ. I’m just here for 
them.” We are here for them. And it’s an honor.  !
There is grace, beauty and humility in this work that 
transcends words. To sit with a young person and 
build a relationship is a powerful and humbling 
experience. When people who’ve been through so 
much trauma in their lives trust you, laugh with you, 
and tell you things they may never tell their friends 
it’s a hard-earned reward. These relationships we 
build take time and patience. Sometimes people I 
talk to who aren’t familiar with our work, ask me, 
“you just help them get housed or off drugs or 
whatever and then it’s over right?” No.  !
As the crisis of inequality and homelessness that 
runs rampant continues unabated, and — as the 
last Homeless Point in Time count showed — more 
and more people become homeless, there is a 
constant push for solutions and added pressure to 
focus on “outcomes.” Bureaucracies and systems 
of coordinated services are important to help end 
homelessness, and I sincerely believe HYA is doing 
our best to help young people navigate resources 
to get the results they want. But I’m also thankful 
that HYA’s role has never been to solve anyone’s 
life. Our services are not meant to shunt people 
from one thing to another. We are there on a street 
corner, coffee shop, courtroom, hospital, or on the 
phone to bear witness, listen, celebrate their hard 
fought successes, or just to talk about music and 
dogs. We don't pass judgement or tell people what 
to do, and we don't have the answers to anyone 
else’s life. The young people are their own experts, 
we are just there support and help as we can.   !
Building relationships with young people who’ve 
been marginalized, undergone intense trauma, and 
who have often been repeatedly let down is long, 
slow work, but like almost everything in life, it is that 
investment in time, compassion, and humility that 
results in real progress. This year I have sat with 
young people as they opened up and analyzed 
their own experiences and displayed immense  !

growth and perspective in 
their lives, coping 
mechanisms, and belief 
in themselves. This 
translates into different 
things for different 
people, from being ready 
to exit homelessness, to 
quitting drugs, to finding a 
path toward better mental 
health and happier 
relationships.  !
This year, a young man who stopped using heroin 
and got off the street told me that he couldn't have 
done it without HYA. I told him, “no, you did all this; 
you made these changes.” He laughed and said 
“yeah I know you have to say that, but really, thank 
you. It wouldn't have been possible without you all.” 
It never ceases to move me when a participant 
says something like that to me. And I think he’s 
right, HYA did help him immensely by being there 
for him week after week and giving support in a 
myriad of ways. But I also know that he is the prime 
mover of his own life, and he made the growth he 
wanted to have happen. All of this begins and ends 
with him, and all the rest of our participants. !
Our participants — who deal daily with cold, 
hunger, police harassment, having all their stuff 
stolen, not having access to clean water or a 
bathroom, mistreatment by housed folks, traumas 
past and present — are astoundingly resilient. The 
other day on outreach with Outreach Counselor 
Erick Salazar and Therapist Joey Hess, we ran into 
two youth coming out of Golden Gate Park. We 
chatted about the impending rain and what food 
we’d have at the Needle Exchange that night. The 
youth started doing this thing where they said 
celebrity names with an over stylized french accent. 
They were cracking each other up, and pretty soon 
we were all laughing super hard. It struck me, in 
that moment, of how resilient the folks we serve 
are. Both these kids are overcoming all sorts of 
things, and were very cold and wet the night 
before. They both had every reason to be down 
and out and self pitying. But instead they had 
tenacity and humor, and were able to crack jokes 
and create a beautiful, sweet moment.  !
I’ll never know all of anyone’s story — you can’t. 
But I am grateful for the bits and pieces of lives that 
our participants share with us from the rough, silly 
and sad stuff, and everything in between. And 
going forward, we will work to always do better by 
them, and honor their trust in us. In 2020, we 
probably won’t solve homelessness in San 
Francisco. But we can do the best we can. After all, 
that’s what the participants are doing. And it all 
begins and ends with them. 

FROM THE DESK OF PROGRAM MANAGER KENN SUTTO
Ale (holding newborn Sixta), Toivo, Amirah, and Erick

2019 STAFF HIGHLIGHTS

Sometimes Kenn does 
have the whole world in 

his hands

• When a participant saved Kenn and 
Maurice’s lives by calling them over right 
before a car jumped the curb hitting the fire 
hydrant they were next to  

• Successfully exiting 4 participants from the 
Sunset to permanent housing and more 
working towards that transition 

• Getting to walk with a 24-year-old youth 
who’s been houseless since 16 through the 
process of getting her first apartment! 

• When the cops did not show up (for the first 
time ever) at a memorial lasting 6 hours 

• Tons of people continuing to get trained on 
OD prevention and Naloxone. Kids saving 
each other’s and stangers lives all the time 

• Many new and amazing staff! And youth 
very excited to be on our interview panels 

• Ale had a baby! 
• Opening the HIVE, the Housing Team's 

office on Haight, that we also use as a "drop 
by" twice a week. It's been a fantastic venue 
to have more time to spend with youth. The 
response has been very positive! 

• After 12 years, separating from our fiscal 
sponsor to become our own 501c3  

• When Eliza sucessfully picked a lock using a 
Youtube video 

• I'm very proud of the advocacy I've seen of 
HYA staff with participants around other 
providers, health services, housing, and 
legal issues — including being there for 
criminal court support and helping 
participants successfully maintain their 
housing in the face of possible expulsion.  

• When a participant threatened to sue us 
over not providing milk with our famous 
peanut butter balls. 

• Youth organized a protest of the Sit/Lie law 
• Taking a bunch of kids to see The Last Black 

Man in San Francisco 
• Having lots of successful mediations and 

meetings with family members to reconnect 
w/ their youth 

• Watching Roadkill use her voice and 
become a fierce advocate for the community 

• Getting raises 
• When the only cups we had at our clinic said 

“URINE COLLECTION CONTAINER” Page 3



 

“I wrote a paper for a class awhile back about all the great stuff you guys did for me when I was 
on the road. The most important thing to me was the support you gave me when my dog was 
wrongfully accused of biting someone. You guys not only helped us by getting us to court dates, 
getting court clothes, showers, putting together petitions... you even held money for me so that I 
could get Memphis out of the pound, and came to court to testify that she wasn’t aggressive. We 
got Memphis back, and the guy who claimed she bit him perjured himself. I would have never 
stayed sane and got my best friend back if it wasn’t for you guys. !
She turns 14 in a few months. We are long retired and live in Minneapolis. We are doing extremely well. Thank 
you for all of the small things too. But thank you most of all for keeping me and my best friend alive.” - Jessica I.  !
“HYA provided me with much-needed help gaining access to asthma medication, access to showers, clothes, and a 
replacement sleeping bag when mine was falling apart. They treated me with dignity and respect when I was on the street and 
passing through, and the classes that I took with them on how to resuscitate and administer Narcan have helped me keep 4 
people from going under until paramedics could report to the scene. They are a genuine beacon of hope and human 
compassion that passes no judgement and is not trying to force any agenda on those that seek help from them. That is rare and 
beautiful. I wish that there was a nation wide HYA network. It truly is an amazing organization.” - Katye K.  !
“HYA guided me when I was on the street for a total of 9 years. HYA helped me get Narcan which allowed me to save 
countless friends’ lives. Without HYA, I would have continued to use my dirty-ass dull needles over and over again. You 
guys helped me get medical services when I had abscesses. To this day you guys are the reason I STAY inspired to do 
my own harm reduction. I fucking love you guys and what you stand for.” - Caitlin A !!

!
“When HYA took over [the housing program] from Taking it to the Streets they did everything in their power to help as best they could. If I needed anything, 
I knew all I had to do was ask and if it was within their power they would do it. When I moved out of the housing program they helped with the 
arrangements of shipping my stuff and train tickets. I actually felt like I was listened to and heard, which is nice since I don't usually feel like I am.” - John C !

“HYA has literally saved my life a few times. Medical care (antibiotics without going to the hospital) 
wound care, etc. When I first came to San Francisco the drop-in was very helpful. Just talking to you 
guys. Shit, you've even written me in jail.  You work so hard to help people. You rock.” - Toby T.	!!
“When I was 17-19 and extremely strung out in the city I knew I could go to the HYA in the morning 
and eat, use the internet for email. And call home. Wash up. Just chill on the couch and watch those 
old Simpsons videos. I just knew no matter what I had been through the night before I had a place to 
go in the morning where I was safe.” - Nicole G. !

“HYA cared enough about me, consistently enough, that eventually I took note and started to care about me too. I wouldn't be here if I hadn't 
learned how to give a shit about myself and my use, because in caring enough about those things the only logical conclusion is to get clean.  
I can't begin to articulate how thankful I am.” - Trish A.

“HYA has done so much for so many kids and young adults that have found themselves struggling on the streets. I can’t even 
begin to express the amount of gratitude and thanks that they deserve. This amazingly non-judgmental, loving, organized 
group of humans have been so helpful in not only giving kids a safe place to relax and eat, but they also help people with 
housing, jobs, and drug programs. No matter what happens they have been able to keep logs of kids coming in and out of the 
Haight, and they help keep documents and contact information safe for people without a place to store them, SAVING PEOPLE 
when it comes to wanting to get their shit together. !
HYA is also sadly the first place we go to confirm that any of our street family has passed away. They notify family members 
and friends, and also organize a memorial service for anyone that has passed through this service.  !
Without them, there’s no doubt in my mind that this city and the kids that have come and gone would be completely lost.” 

"I wouldn't have survived without HYA. I was young and at risk. They helped me with my basic needs and gave me a 
chance for opportunity beyond that. When I had no one, they were there.” - Dianna T

P E R S P E C T I V E  F R O M
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Franki and Bug

Tosh

Ginger

Former staff Jamon

Kendall H.



 

“Volunteering with HYA was truly the most transformative experience of my life. Seeing the work that the incredible staff and volunteers 
do, inspired me to pursue a career working with folks experiencing homelessness. The work that HYA does is something special; no 
other organization really listens to and centers the experiences of participants the way that HYA does. The fact that they are so 
committed to centering participant experience and participation makes it a rare place that actually embodies the principles of harm 
reduction and social justice. Not only is participant experience valued in terms of outreach and services, you also see it in the tireless 
advocacy of HYA which makes sure that their voices are heard by policy makers who’s actions that directly effects their 
lives, and the lives of the many folks who are living on the street. The fierceness and dedication of Mary and all the HYA 
staff are a daily inspiration to me, and are a powerful model of the change that can happen when we respect, uplift, and 
honor the lived experience of youth.” - Paige C. (Former HYA Volunteer)

I’ll be 30 in less than a month. It isn’t that I didn’t think I would make it to 30, but I certainly wasn’t 
planning for a long and happy, healthy life… HYA cared about me when I didn’t care for myself, and they do 
this for every one of us, the old faces and the new. The people at HYA are our friends. They help “at risk” 
youth without the scorn of judgement and then encourage and help us find the means to lift ourselves up 
when we’re ready. They continue to care for, regardless of outcomes. A friend of mine used to say “The HYA 
is my mom,” and that’s because these people have been a home, a place to feel safe for thousands of 
people. They save lives, sometimes literally, sometimes just by causing people to realize they are worth love 
and change. The work they do, the medical care, drug and mental health intervention, the food, the socks, 
their presence, it isn’t just a  JOB- it is a consistent act of compassion, it’s a purpose. The HYA is a hero, to 
me, and to so many people before my time and long after. !
So if you can, please send them a dollar and know that it bought someone antibiotics, a pair of shoes, funded a park clean up, or 
put gas in their van that carries supplies. Know that it actually can change someones life because  !
I was one of them. - Cassandra B. (Written for a Facebook fundraiser) !
You guys are the shit, I love y’all so much. You guys always had my back, letting me hide in your office when I had a bad trip or when 
my ex was putting hands on me. Thank you guys so much for all your help and support. Love y’all from North Carolina - Roxie C. 

!!
“HYA treated me like a person worthy of safety and support when I didn't even care about making it to see tomorrow. Without the external reminders of 
my worth, I would have felt no reason to pick myself up to where I am today.” - Charlie T. ! !

“HYA was practically the only place I could go and not feel like a piece of meat or a piece 
of shit. It cared for me until I cared for myself and fought for me to fight for myself. 
Letters to jail, accepting phone calls, going to court dates ... free snacks ‘cause you 
know no dollars went to food, and if it wasn't free, I didn't eat. Mary and co. showed me 
what it feels like to show up for others and myself. It made getting clean and giving back 
look desirably punk rock. !
Mary’s been there for me when I was doing ok, doing well, doing horrible and doing 
fabulous… without judgement or pressure to be anywhere other than where I was and 
anybody other than who I was.” - Audra M.Mary & Audra, then, 2007 Mary & Audra, now, 2019

 T H E  P A R T I C I P A N T S

Clover and Victor 
already in the holiday 

spirit

When I was homeless and pregnant y’all made sure I didn’t have to sleep on the street. 
You’ve helped me with the recent issues i’ve had with my housing program.  

You always treat homeless people with respect and make us feel like we’re actually humans.  
You guys are awesome, keep doing the awesome work.

You guys were always there for me when I was down and out on Haight Street. You made 
me feel at home when I was at my lowest point and I’m forever greatful to call you my 
friends and family. - Kirk R.	!
“If it wasn't for the support y'all give I wouldn't have my housing, mental health certificate and drug 
alcohol certificate and be a city employee.” - Nick L. !

“When I got stabbed in my hand you guys helped me with bandages, made sure that I kept it 
clean. Really appreciate it then and now.” - Henry R. 

Tabitha D.

Erick and Saskia  
just grillin’ and chillin’



 

In the fall of 2018, HYA made the decision to assume leadership of an 
already operational Transitional-Aged Youth temporary Housing Program in 
crisis, located in a single-room occupancy hotel. We answered the urgency 
of this call principally in an effort to ensure these young people – many of 
whom engaged with HYA — maintained their current housing. We’ve spent 
the past year in the steepest learning curve of our organization’s history, 
but we cannot be more grateful for this opportunity to co-create a housing 
program unlike anything we or San Francisco has seen before.  !
The sudden removal of the previous service provider caused a significant 
disruption to the program and its residents. Thus, repair and stabilization 
were the top priorities the past year. This meant prioritizing the mending of 
relationships between participants and service providers, improving living 
conditions, and creating a safe(r) environment. We have focused on 
developing a program that holds true to HYA’s ethos of participant-centered 
care, bringing to life the mantra “nothing about us, without us.”  !
Program Overview:  
Harm Reduction (HR) Model: Harm reduction accepts, for better and or 
worse, that licit and illicit drug/alcohol use, poverty, “-isms” and privilege, 
are part of our world and chooses to work to minimize their harmful effects, 
rather than simply ignore or condemn them. HYA supports program 
participants where they are at, are available to discuss their needs, and 
help navigate personal/environmental triggers. !
Mental Health Care: Therapists co-facilitate a weekly group on the stairwell 
(there is no common area) that serves as a consistent space to laugh, eat 
pizza, address issues in the house, and build community. Participants can 
further engage in individual or couples therapy, and psychiatry as needed. !
Case Management: Participants are required to engage in one-on-one case 
management. This time is when the really deep work happens. As 
relationships grow, youth are more open to have conversations about their 

current circumstances and moving beyond them. Exit placements can be 
done through permanent supportive housing, independent housing, 
substance use treatment programs, or in re-establishing connections with 
family and friends.  !
Making Room to Celebrate: It’s easy to get lost in daily tasks, however it’s 
immensely important to make the time to celebrate. This includes birthdays, 
people transitioning out of the program, being approved for benefits and 
participants getting a new job or going to school. Making this space allows 
for participant witnessing and possible inspiration, intentional time for 
closings, and celebration for what’s been achieved. !
Community Meetings: These are held monthly with all available program 
participants at the nearby Minna Lee’s community room. They have been 
an imperative space to garner participant feedback, laugh, disagree, try 
again, and build a different/new/healthier sense of community.  !
Everyday Necessities: HYA provides weekly pantry bags of food and 
monthly grocery gift cards. Bus passes are distributed ensuring people can 
easily travel to and from appointments. We also hold weekly laundry 
sessions nearby, accompanied by the laundromat owner’s personal 
soundtrack of 80s and ‘90s love songs. !
Historically, youth we work with tended to shy away from available housing 
in the city because they didn’t feel welcome as they were, or had fear 
around safety and isolation. They often felt more security sleeping outside 
within their identified communities. This housing program is our chance to 
work towards changing this narrative, and establishing something different.  !
But there is much more work to be done. We need fierce advocacy at local 
and federal levels that informs decision makers about the realities of 
youth’s lives and the systems that often fail them. We are looking forward to 
be a part of the solution. 

During Street Outreach staff made 4,189 contacts with youth, giving them basic needs, hygiene supplies and socks; 
359 youth attended our Friday Groups at the library; 

389 individual youth utilized Case Management services; 
Those 389 youth attended 824 Case Management Meetings over 611 hours; 

During Case Mangement staff accomapnied youth to 49 appointments for benefits, 27 appointments for housing enrollment/advocacy,  
29 court dates, 7 intakes into inpatient drug treatment, supported 20 youth after a violent assault, 46 hospital visits, and were present at 1 birth. 

4,065 people received syringes during our Syringe Access site. Those folks reached an additional 2,769 through satellite deliveries; 
4,126 people who don’t inject received other supplies and/or support during our Syringe Access site; 

337 people received Naloxone prescriptions at HYA’s Syringe Access program and there were 146 reported uses= 146 lives saved; 
Our Medical Clinic (open to all) during Syringe Access site had 1,007 visits; 

In the first 21 months of our Suboxone clinic we had 51 people enroll and 73% continue with their treatment. 
AND 

In the past 9 months our Mental Health Team engaged with 439 individuals on outreach and during syringe access services.  
Therapists had 256 sessions with 103 youth;

H O W  A R E  T H I N GS  G O I N G  AT  T H E  SU N S ET:  HYA’ S  H O U S I N G  P R O G R A M ? B Y :  K A R I N  A D A M S

                               I’m Leroy. HYA provided me, other Dogs and cats too about 7,620 bags of food, 
                                               treats, muzzles, leashes and an obscene amount of love.

From January - October 2019, the homeless Homeless Youth Alliance:

               KARIN  AMIRAH                Good times w/ Nate          MELISSA            MICAH 
 PROGRAM MANAGER     NALOXONE FAIRY/CM        Karin and Tiff    CASE MANAGER    CASE MANAGER



 

$5,000 
Anonymous 
Maximum Fun Inc. !
$1,000 
William Adelman 
Carolyn Unger !
$100 - $250 
Joseph Abeyta 
Anthony Berkowitz 
Christopher Conway 
Danielle Dragon 
Charles Ertola 
Sean Farbolin 
Katherine Herrmann  
Lisa Kahlman 
Dan Kurtz 
Jan O’Brien  
Davin Pavlas 
Mark Schwartz 
Megan Sorenson 
Andrei Soroker 
Brian Stryker 
Elizabeth Lees Taggart 
Jonathan Ursprung 
Claudia Viek !
$1 - $99 
Rachel Allen 
Christian Allgood 
Marcelo Aviles 
Donald S Baldwin  
Ross Blocher 
Kimberly Blue 
Joseph Bradley 
Mark Brink 
Christopher Burton 
Maya Castleman 
Richard Clark 
Ian Conwell 
Jennie Deal 
Neil Egan 
Dominic Elefante 
Alicia Elliot 
Jessica Ellis 
James Fallows 
Christian Fisk 
Megan Frantz 
Derek Gambale 
Daniel Gervais 
Kyle Gilbert 
Zachary Gima 
Rebecca Givan 
Jonathan Gould 
Nadia Grosfoguel-Mejia  
Christopher Gross 
John Hampton 
Chris Hannauer 
Benjamin Harrison 
Michaela Hartman 
Jacob Hatrog 
David Hoffman 
Linda Holmes 
Jocelyn Hoopes 
Elizabeth Hossfeld 
Bill Hughes  
Jesska Hughes 
Aleksander Jadowski 
Rachel James 
Megan Jankowski 
Nicholas Jeffery 
Bror Jonsson 

Irene Kane 
David Kaye 
William Kender 
Dan Kettmann 
Tomasene Knight 
Ramona Labat 
Markus Lindelow 
Jessica Lowe 
James Macdiarmid 
Daniel Manchester 
Amanda Marmor 
Jennifer Marmor 
Chris Masone 
Max Meyers  
Gene Monterastelli 
Kevin Myers  
Jacob Nash  
Clementine Nixon 
Kate Normand 
Nicholas Noyes 
Albert Oeswadi 
Maura OLeary 
DC Onions 
Michele Passalacqua 
Michael Pinches 
Rob Quick 
Aaron Rabiroff 
Jenny Rasch  
Duncan Robson 
Rue Roszka 
Chris Rozwod 
Brock Rumer 
Kenneth Salador 
Renata Sancken 
Daniel Saueressig 
Amir Sberlo 
Sara Schaefer 
Philip Schmeichle 
Christoph Schumacher 
Nikhil Shah 
Allison Sidhu 
Joseph Sievers 
Noah Silbert  
Hannah Smith 
Laura Smith 
Elijah Spector 
Ben Stanfield 
Sidone Straughn-Morse 
Noah Snyder  
Jamie Stella  
Zoe Tambling 
Brian Tanaka  
Gregory S Taylor 
Joy Thompson 
Jessica Tordoff 
Ryan Trost 
Sue Trowbridge 
Winifred Tyson 
Mark Usher 
Brandi Valenza 
Andrew Waddington 
Leslie Walstrom 
Christina Weber 
Stuart Wellington 
Ellen Wetmore 
Glenn Williams 
April Word 
Eric Wood 
Lawrence Wright 
Anonymous (59)

THANK  YOU 	

Thank  You	

THANK  YOU 	

Thank  You 	

THANK  YOU 	

Thank  You

HYA DONORS: DECEMBER 2018 - NOVEMBER 2019 
Apologies if you donated and we omitted your name or recognized you incorrectly. Still all these years later we are not perfect, go figure.

$100,000 + 
San Francisco Dept. of 

Public Health CHEP 
San Francisco Dept. of 

Homelessness & 
Supportive Housing 

Mr & Mrs Keith Geeslin !
$25,000+ 
May & Stanley Smith 

Charitable Trust !
$10,000+ 
AIDS United 
Broadway Cares Equity 

Fights AIDS 
William G. Gilmore 

Foundation 
Judith Hellman 
Gene Lushtak 
Silicon Valley Community 

Foundation 
Syringe Access Fund !
$1,000+ 
AIDS Walk SF  
Copyslut 
Thomas C & Mary Ann Hays 

Family Charitable Trust 
Thomas & Judith Howe 
Transperfect Translations 

International, Inc. 
James Gavin 
Rita & Maurice Geraghty 
Cyrus Hall 
Horizons Foundation 
Chadwick Kieser 
Dione King 
Duff Okuloski Giving Fund 
Kathleen Ryan 
Lockhart Trombley Shapiro 

Charitable Gift Fund 
Love On Haight 
Timothy Moore 
Olive Higgins Prouty 

Foundation 
Orchard Foundation 
RTI International 
Ross Stores, Inc. 
Laura Thomas 
Lynn Wenger 
Stephany Zamora !
$500+ 
Barebottle Brewing Co. 
Daniel Ciccarone 
Christin Evans & Praveen 

Madan 
Emily Howe 40 + 
T Stephen Jones 40 + 
Jeannie Little & Pat 

Denning 
Elizabeth Miller 
Eric Mueller 
Liesl Piccolo 
Claudia Polsky Mhs 
Joel Pomerantz 
Sherry Ramirez iMmc 
Sex Worker Outreach 

Project USA !
$250+ 
Jason & Darcie Bartlett 
Glenn Backes 
Sarah Beach 
Jaci Bitner 
David Brothers + 
Anne Bonaparte & Judd 

Williams 
Timothy & Nancy Cash Mpm 
Guterman Burford Family 

Charitable Fund 
Matt Curtis 
Stephanie S. Cone 
Matt Fine 
Nathaniel Goldman 
Haight Ashbury 
Neighborhood Council 
Matthew Horyak 
Kelly Knight 40 + 
John Kraus 
Audra Kunkle + 
Audra Meusx 
Sheila Miller + 
Lisa Moore 40 + 
David Navarro + 
Doron Noyman 
Kris Nyrop  
Jonah Paransky Mss 
Lara Sallee & Shadow 

Moyer+ Msp 
Brad Shapiro 40 
Kimberly Snyder 40 + 

Kori Stevenson 
Zephyr Real Estate !
$100+ 
Natalie Alger 40 + 
Alice Asher + 40 
Bitter Badger, Inc. 
Paola Barahona 40 
James Beck 200 
Robert & Paulette Bednas Mpm 
Deborah Borne + 
Paul & Nan Bouché + 
Mirriam Braden + 
Andrea Brown MJK 
Florencia Carcagno + 
Deborah & Claude Carrier +40 
Cindy Changar + 40 
Tonel Dankenseem 40 
James Decker 
Jeffrey Dobrinsky 
Gordon Edgar 
Joanna & Vinny Ferraro + 
Betsy Franco 
Francis Fu 
Dan Girellini 
Kristy Girty 40 
John & Barbara Girvin 
Jenny Gottstein 
Eva Hagberg +  
Lauren Hall Msp 
Justine Hall 40 
Robert Harris 
Daliah Heller 40 
Garth Hudelson 40 
Indeed, Inc. 
Jack & Dotti Jenkins  
Lisa Kahlman 
Caitlin Kelly 
Patrick Kilgallen + 
Michelle Kletter 40 
Katherine Kott 
Margaret Kray + 
Brian Lester 
Bernie Lieving 40 
Sarah Mars 
Kevin McCracken 
Laura Kamian McDermott 
Mary Mc Gowan 
Tara Medve 
Michael Norelli + 
Pamela Olton 
Brooke O’Neill 
Dara Papo 40 
Pamela Philbrick Mcg 
Lisa Pinkham 40 
Andrea Plumb Mjk 
Jen Plumb + 
Mary Pounder 
Muthubatcha Purushothaman 
Wayne Rafus + 
Vicki Randle  
Glenn Raswyck 
Jasper Real-Enuff 40 
Danna Richkun + 
Timothy Santamour 40 + 
Ingrid Shoemaker +  
Darrien Shuquem + 
April Slone 40 
Seema Sodhi + 
Sarah D. StMary 40 
The Sundahls + 
Frank Tanaka 
Charlie Toledo 40 
Alex Turner 40  
Dana Williams 
Joseph Wilson 40 
Jeff Wozniak !
$1 - $99 
AAA 5 
Anne Aaboe 40 
Mette Adams 40  
Amazon Smile Foundation 
Jim Andersen + 
Lelani Ann 40 
Erin Antunez + 40 
Van Asher 40 
Maria Baker 40 
Matthew Beck 
Judith S. Bee 40 
Czarina Behrends 40 
Ayanna Bennett 40 
Gabrielle Bernard 
John Binkov 40 
Verona Black 40 
Nyla Blair 
Despie Bonadies 40 
Michele Bondi 40 
Charles Booher 
Johnny & Kristen Bouche + 
Mike & Erin Bouche Family + 

Stephanie Brock-Wilson 
Lauren Broussard 40 
Anna Brown 40 
Cassandra Brown 40 
John Brewer 40 
Rachel Bush 
Corinne Carey 40 
Barbara Wood Carroll 40 
Lynn Casasnovas 
Anne Cassia 40 
Frank Castro + 
Paul Cherashore 40 
Heather Choy + 
Christina Chu +  
Grace Clegg 
Kerry Erin Coats 
CLOROX Company 
Joshua Cook 40 
Claudia Cruz 40 
Ellen D + 
Shawn DeClu 40 
Anderson De Gazon 40 
Sarah Deutsch 40 
Sam Dodge 40 
Marian Doub 40 
Jen Louise Dunning 40 
Pam Dungy Mmc 
Valorie Eckert 40 
The Estee Lauder Co. 
Deak Evgenikos + 40 
Abigal Farrell 
Charles Farrell 
Jamie Favaro 40 
Elizabeth Anne Fedak 40 
Jennfer Fernandez 40 
Jilala Hasha Ashby Foley 40 
Erin Forrest 40 
Nan Foster 40 
Maggie Frankel 
Justin Franza 
The Frosts & The Bros + 
Kari Fergusin 
Noah Gaiser 
Sara Gambina-Belknap 40 
Craig FISH Goldsmith 
Jackie Gosselar + 
Wendy Graves 
Pauli Gray 40 
Honey Green 40 
Michael Grimes + 
Laura Guzman + 
Hannah Haley 
Kendall Hall 
Carlina Hansen 
Maddie Hanson + 
Joshua Harper 40 
Jeb Hartman 40 
Charles Hawthorne 40 + 
Jenna Haywood 40 
William Hicks + 
Cindy Houser 40 
Emalie Huriaux 40 
Tyler Hutton 40 
Steig Johnson 
Suki Jones 40 
Arif Kadir 
Elliot Kalan 
Digant Kasundra 40 
Charles Keatts 40 
Beby Kells 40 
Heather Kennedy-Mitchell + 
Deborah Kent Perry + 
Frankie Koeller 40 + 
Zora Kramer 
Richard Kropp 
Quinn Kuipers 
Mary Kuntz 40 
Noah Landis 40 
Nicole Lawton + 
David Leseten 
Mary Lewis + 
Janelle Lewis-Moore + 
Gina Limon 40 + 
Patti Lipfin 40 
Michelle Lipka + 
Miriam Lloyd 40 
Sarra Loew 40 
Tina Long 
Dr. Andrea Lopez 40 
Kendre Lynne 40 
Jennifer Lorvick 40 
Eileen Loughran 40 + 
Marina Luna 40 
Macy’s Inc. 
Naomi Mahoney 
Regina Marie 40 
Steve Masover 40 
Laura Kamian McDermott 40 
Anne McDonough 
Erin McNamara + 

Roger Meehan 
John Melichar 40 
Dragon Messmer 40 
Peter Meuleners + 
Christopher Michael 40 
Rachel Middleton 
Guy Mitchard Mimm 
Steven Moody + 
Amy Rose Moore 40 
Jeff Morris 
Michele Mozelsio 40 
Julia Negron + 
Brittany Newman + 
Jason Norelli + 
Joan Paduano +  
Matthew Pancia  
Tia Paneet 40 + 
Lia Paradiso 40 
Al B Park 40 
Kelly Pawlik 40 
Robin Peeples 
Joel Perlstein 
Susan Petersen 
Rebecca Pfeifer-Rosenblum 
Andrea Plumb Mpk 
Robin Pollini + 
Bridget Prince 40 
Wendy Putka 
Alli Reed + 
Joyce Rivera 40 
Marissa Rizzy 40 
Emma Roberts + 
Jaewynn Roberts + 
Christine Rodriguez 40 
Kemi Role 
Valarie Rose 40 
Erin Ruch 40 
Gretchen Santamour 40 
Nuala Sawyer +  
Naomi Schoenfeld 40  
Shoshanna Scholar 40  
Sara Shortt 40 
Betsy Showalter 
Mark Simms 40 
Ben Sizemore +  
Nikki Sloate 40 
Soraya Jenkins Smith 40  
Rumeli Snyder + 
Ryan Soto 
Carrie Souza + 
Amanda Spezzano 
Shelly Contretas Sparks 40 
Sharon Stancliff 40  
Anna Steiner 40  
Brian Stern 40  
Anna Stewart 40 
Cora Stewart 40 
SB Stokes 
Bob Student 40 
Catherine Swanson 40  
Bob Thawley + 
Amy Thompson 40 
Brandi Valenza 40 
Patricia Wall + 
Rebecca Watsky 
John Waxen 40 
Michelle Welsh 
Jef Whitehead +  
Carrie Bugg Wilsie 40 
Brandi Wilson +  
Whitney Wirt 40 
Dan Wood 40 
Martin Wright 
Mena Zaminsky 40 
Andy Zevallos 40 
Anonymous (500+) !

Recently the world lost a true SF native, Evan Larsen 
aka Spesh. You probably see his art everyday and 

just don’t know it’s his. I learned we used his 
drawing of someone having a “bad trip” in a health 

zine we made. “He was a brilliant artist and a 
reliable source of smiles and good humor” says his 
friend Jesse who organized this fund to inspire his 

spirit and good nature to live on. So far his 
community has raised $18,317. To learn more or 

make a donation visit: maximumfun.org/evan

E V A N ’ S     F U N D

FACEBOOK GIVING ALERT 
We benefit greatly from donations 

through Facebook. Unfortunately we get 
no information when the check comes. 
This is upsetting because we want to 

know who our supporters are, 
acknowledge them and include people on 
our mailing list. So please if you campaign 
for HYA or see someone else doing so, 
notify us by sending a message through 

our page or email us at 
development@homelessyouthalliance.org

DONOR KEY 
Multiple Year Donors 

+ AIDS Walk       
40 Mary’s 40th BDay 

iM Memorial Funds in honor of Pete 
Morse, Susan Poff, Ian Mitchard 

Murphy Joseph Kott, Hillary Smith, 
Sam Sadowski, Michael Campbell, 

Craig Fish Goldsmith, Terrell 
Terry, George Colburn. 

mailto:development@homelessyouthalliance.org
mailto:development@homelessyouthalliance.org
http://maximumfun.org/evan
http://maximumfun.org/evan


WE WELCOME DONATIONS AT ANY TIME, IN ANY AMOUNT, THROUGH OUR WEBSITE AT homelessyouthalliance.org 
OR BY MAIL: DONATIONS BY CHECK CAN BE MADE OUT To Homeless Youth Alliance AND MAILED TO: PO Box 170427 San Francisco, CA 94117

HOW TO GET INVOLVED 
  

HYA can only continue to do its vital work with the support of the community. We are so grateful for the generosity of  
foundations, city departments and organizations who have supported us over the years, but as we continue to grow and search for a new home,  

we must rely more heavily on the generosity of compassionate individuals, like you. We welcome skill based donations as well. !
Any monetary donations will be put straight to work helping youth experiencing homelessness.  !

THE FOLLOWING DEMONSTRATES SOME OF THE POWER YOUR DOLLAR HOLDS: 
  

$10 BUYS 40 SETS OF TOOTHBRUSHES, FLOSS AND TOOTHPASTE 
$20 GETS 4 COLD WEATHER PACKS, WITH A PONCHO, HAND WARMERS, AND A TARP 
$30 PURCHASES 25 PAIRS OF SOCKS, A HOT COMMODITY WE ALWAYS RUN OUT OF 

$50 BUYS 40 HYGIENE KITS WITH SHAMPOO, BODY WASH, RAZORS, HAIRBRUSH, AND COIN TOWELS 
$100 PROVIDES 50 “DOGGIE BAGS” OF DOG FOOD FOR THE MANY COMPANIONS OF OUR PEOPLE 

$250 PAYS FOR 60 PAIRS OF NEW UNDERWEAR  
$500 PAYS FOR 33 SLEEPING BAGS, A VERY IMPORTANT COMMODITY 

$1,000 PROVIDES ONE MONTH OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES FOR OUR MEDICAL CLINIC 
$5,000 ALLOWS US TO PROVIDE FOUR MONTHS OF HEALTHY, NUTRITIOUS FOOD  !

IN-KIND DONATIONS 
We gladly accept in-kind donations. Goods including clothing, food, hygiene supplies, books, dog food, pet care supplies,  

sleeping bags, tents, tarps, blankets and giftcards are gratefully accepted — and are tax deductible. !
SPREAD THE WORD 

Regardless of your ability to give to HYA, you can do our participants a great service by telling friends, family, colleagues,  
and strangers about HYA’s work. As our former staff therapist Jen Plummer says, “The media is so lopsided about homeless kids. It’s important for 

anyone who supports HYA to talk to your friends and family about the fact that these kids are individual people, not a threat to be lumped together. It’s 
important that anytime anyone can get the message out, they talk to people.” 

HYA’s 2019 AIDS WALK TEAM Raised over $5,000
Bilal Mafundi Ali, Maddie Hanson, Monica Cromarty, Mary Howe, Dr. Awesome, Ciera Wawers  
Karin Adams, Sebastian Pandy, Kevin Hardesty, Laura Guzman, Eliza Wheeler, Jason Norelli  

Not Photographed: Toivo Ollila & Krys Gerdes

A special thank you to Jill and Keely of United Streets who 
provided some kick ass and much appreciated hair cuts  

(in the rain) at one of the Haight Street Health Fairs.

WHEN YOU JUST CANNOT DECIDE WHICH PHOTO IS THE BEST SO YOU USE ALL FOUR…

Sometimes Melissa retreats to 
the safety of a box

Fish’s Memorial, Photo by Mi Zhou

Epic volunteer Eliza 
Wheeler runs our Drug 
Checking program and 

our Tuesday Femmes 
and Friends site

Friday site crew: 
Jason, Maurice & Frank

Saskia preparing supplies for 
Friday Art Group

Mariah

http://homelessyouthalliance.org
http://homelessyouthalliance.org

